Abstract Several studies have shown that basic emotions are responsible for a significant enhancement of early visual processes and increased activation in visual processing brain regions. It may be possible that the cognitive uncertainty and repeated behavioral checking evident in Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) is due to the existence of abnormalities in basic survival circuits, particularly those associated with the visual processing of the physical characteristics of emotional-laden stimuli. The objective of the present study was to test if patients with OCD show evidence of altered basic survival circuits, particularly those associated with the visual processing of the physical characteristics of emotional stimuli. Fifteen patients with OCD and 12 healthy controls underwent functional magnetic resonance imaging acquisition while being exposed to emotional pictures, with different levels of arousal, intended to trigger the defensive and appetitive basic survival circuits. Overall, the present results seem to indicate dissociation in the activity of the defense and appetitive survival systems in OCD. Results suggest that the clinical group reacts to basic threat with a strong activation of the defensive system mobilizing widespread brain networks (i.e., frontal, temporal, occipital-parietal, and subcortical nucleus) and blocking the activation of the appetitive system when facing positive emotional triggers from the initial stages of visual processing (i.e., superior occipital gyrus).
Introduction
In order to potentiate the appropriate survive-thrive strategies; organisms are required to have systems that allow a fast and accurate perception of the physical characteristics of the environment. In most species, particularly mammals, basic emotions can be defined as survival brain circuits by which individuals increase perceptual alertness of their environment in order to reduce uncertainty while responding to relevant stimuli triggers (LeDoux 2012) . Two survival systems have been described: appetitive and defensive (please see for review Lang and Bradley 2013) . Most interestingly, at the brain level, the two motivational systems with survival driven functions seem to overlap (Sabatinelli et al. 2011) . Particularly interesting is the common finding of a significant enhancement of early visual processes such as contrast sensitivity (Phelps et al. 2006) along with an increased activation in visual areas, particularly in those associated with processing the physical characteristics of the stimuli (i.e., ventral visual stream) (Wright et al. 2004) . Several authors have argued that this increase in visual processing in emotional situations is supported by current neuroanatomical evidence of amygdala projections towards ventral stream visual areas, both at the structural (Amaral et al. 2003 ) and functional levels (Williams et al. 2006) . There is now evidence that amygdala -extra striate functional connectivity is particularly evident while processing novel pleasant or unpleasant emotional stimuli (Wendt et al. 2011) and that the early detection of emotional relevance may be particularly associated with a process of reentrant feedback between ventral stream visual regions (i.e., inferotemporal cortex) and the amygdala (Sabatinelli et al. 2009) .
At the evolutionary level, the facilitation of perceptional processing by emotional priming may allow a quicker and more efficient activation of either the organism's defensive (i.e., fight or flight response) or appetitive systems (i.e., ingestion, copulation, and care giving) (Bradley et al. 2001) . On the contrary, a decrease in perceptual sensitivity to significant environmental triggers can be associated with increased feelings of uncertainty and doubt. In order to reduce uncertainty, the individual entails a process of repeated checking. However this repeated checking ends up, paradoxically, reducing memory confidence, triggering increased feelings of uncertainty and doubt and motivating further checking (Radomsky and Alcolado 2010) . This may be what happens in the case of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), a mostly disabling anxiety disorder, characterized by difficulty in inhibiting repetitive thoughts (obsessions) and stereotyped behaviors (compulsions). Even though OCD is a complex disorder with a variety of symptomatic configurations (e.g., symmetry and ordering; forbidden thoughts; contamination and cleaning), prevalent thoughts of uncertainty and the urge for repeated behavioral checking seem to be the most common associated characteristics (Bloch et al. 2008) .
There is now abundant evidence of structural and functional brain abnormalities in OCD patients. Morphometric gray matter abnormalities in regions associated with the frontalsubcortical loops have been consistently found (Rotge et al. 2010) . Additionally, functional neuroimaging studies demonstrate that the provocation of OCD symptoms is associated with an activation of the orbitofrontal and anterior cingulated loops (Rotge et al. 2008) . Effective therapy tends to normalize the hyper activation of these frontal-subcortical pathways as well as increasing the activity of secondary visual regions (e.g., fusiform gyrus) (Yamanishi et al. 2009 ).
Several studies have found evidence for decreased activation of the visual cortex (i.e., inferior occipital) in patients with OCD when confronted with disgust inducing pictures (Shapira et al. 2003) . In accordance, evidence of specific visual processing deficits in OCD, namely in terms of visual organization (Rampacher et al. 2010) , and perception of biological movement (Kim et al. 2008 ) has been documented, and suggesting alterations at the visual processing level.
In sum, there is now evidence that presentation of emotional content is responsible for an increased activation of extra striate and ventral stream visual areas. It may be possible that the cognitive uncertainty and repeated behavioral checking evident in OCD may be due to the existence of abnormalities in basic survival circuits, particularly those associated with the visual processing of the physical characteristics of emotional stimuli.
In the current study, we investigated if patients with OCD (n=15), when compared with healthy controls (n=12), show evidence of abnormalities in the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) brain response to basic emotional pictures, with different levels of arousal (high arousal and low arousal), intended to trigger the defensive (unpleasant stimuli) and appetitive (pleasant stimuli) basic survival circuits.
Methods

Participants
Fifteen patients with OCD and twelve healthy controls (matched by age, gender and education) were enrolled in the present study. Both OCD patients and healthy controls were right-handed individuals, as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI ≥ 80) (Oldfield 1971) . The OCD individuals were diagnosed with the Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (SCID-I) (First et al. 1996) and OCD symptom severity was assessed using the "The Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale" (YBOCS) (Goodman et al. 1989) . Depression symptoms were assessed using the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) (Beck et al. 1988) . Comorbidity was restricted to OCD spectrum disorders. Patients with OCD were referred after diagnosis by an experienced clinician (psychiatrist or clinical psychologist) and subsequently assessed by a trained clinician using the SCID-I, YBOCS, and BDI. No comorbid conditions were identified in any participants from the OCD group. All of the patients were currently on stable pharmacological treatment and behavioral therapy. The control group consisted of individuals without history of drug abuse, psychiatric or neurological disorder and use of psychotropic medication. The healthy control group underwent the same assessment as the OCD participants.
Demographic information and symptom severity data are presented in Table 1 .
Stimuli
Fifty pictures were selected from the database of International Affective Picture System (IAPS) (Bradley et al. 2006) intended to activate (i.e., high and low activation) the different survival systems (i.e., defensive and appetitive). In IAPS the valence scale ranges from 1 (highly unpleasant) to 9 (highly pleasant) and the arousal scale ranges from 1 (no arousal at all) to 9 (high arousal). The following IAPS pictures were used in the present study: High Activation of the Defensive System: 3010, 3060, 3064, 3068, 3069, 3100, 3102, 3150, 3168, 3266 ; Low Activation of the Defensive System: 2100, 2110 , 2271 , 2278 , 2312 , 2399 , 2455 , 2490 , 2491 Neutral: 7025, 7042, 7052, 7053, 7059, 7090, 7100, 7150, 7175, 7235 ; High Activation of the Appetitive System: 4643, 4647, 4652, 4656, 4659, 4660, 4670, 4680, 4687, 4800 ; Low Activation of the Appetitive System: 2050 System: , 2091 System: , 2154 System: , 2165 System: , 2304 System: , 2310 System: , 2311 System: , 2332 System: , 2360 System: , 2540 Pictures were matched in terms of brightness, contrast, mean spatial frequency and 90 % quality JPEG. The stimuli were presented in event-related fMRI design (spaced mixed trial), consisting of one 10 s epoch containing a fixator cross (black cross on a white background) immediately followed by one 20 s epoch with an emotional-laden picture (High Activation of the Defensive System; Low Activation of the Defensive System; Neutral; High Activation of the Appetitive System and Low Activation of the Appetitive System). Stimuli were presented in two separate runs (25 stimuli for each run -5 stimuli per condition). All the presentations were randomized across participants, and within each run. Participants were instructed that different pictures were going to be presented on the screen and that they should be comfortably focusing on the cross at the center of the pictures. No response was required from the participants.
Image data acquisition
Within 1 week after clinical assessment, participants underwent the scanning procedure in a clinically approved Siemens Magnetom TrioTim 3 T (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) using the Siemens 12-channel receiveonly head coil. E-Prime 2.0 ® (Psychology Software Tools Inc.) was used to program the fMRI paradigm and the visual stimuli were presented using an LCD projector Silent Vision Model SV-6011 (Avotec, Inc.).
For structural analysis and registration to standard space, a T1 high-resolution anatomical sequence, a 3D MPRAGE (magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo) was performed with the following scan parameters: repetition time (TR) = 2.3 s, echo time (TE) = 2.98 ms, 160 sagittal slices with no gap, Field-of-View (FoV) = 256 mm, flip angle (FA) = 9°, inplane resolution = 1 × 1 mm 2 and slice thickness = 1 mm. The scanning parameters for fMRI acquisition were the following: TR = 3 s, TE = 39 ms, FA = 90°, in-plane resolution and slice thickness 3 mm, 41 ascending interleaved axial slices with no gap and FoV = 256 mm.
Data preprocessing and analysis
Before any data processing and analysis, structural and functional acquisitions were visually inspected for critical head motion and brain lesions. The fMRI data preprocessing was performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping version 8 (SPM8 ®) (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac. uk/spm). Images were corrected for slice-timing, motion with realignment processing, spatially transformed to the standard MNI (Montreal Neurologic Institute) coordinates, resampled to 2×2×2 mm 3 , smoothed with an 8-mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel and high pass temporal filtered (filter width of 128 s).
The fMRI paradigm statistical analyses were performed using a general linear model (GLM) approach with seven regressors for the different picture visualization conditions, which were convolved with the hemodynamic response function. The regressors created were: high and low activation of the appetitive, defensive, and neutral pictures, and the differences among these different conditions. For group comparisons, two-sided one-sample and two-sample t-tests were used. For group comparisons, two-sided one-sample and two- Tables 2 and 3 .
Results
The neuroimaging data will be presented in four sections. The first two sections will present the results of the whole-brain analysis comparing OCD patients and healthy controls in the activation of the defensive and the appetitive system when contrasted with the emotional neutral activation (independently of the level of activation). In the third and fourth section identical contrasts will be presented, but this time only for the high activation conditions (for both defensive and appetitive systems).
Differences between OCD and healthy controls for the activation of the defensive system When presented with stimuli (i.e., mutilation IAPS images) triggering the activation of the defensive system, OCD patients, when compared with healthy controls, were found to have significant increases in the following brain regions (see Fig. 1 and Table 2 ): left inferior frontal gyrus (triagularis); right inferior frontal gyrus (opercularis), left medial orbitofrontal gyrus, bilateral putamen, right superior temporal gyrus, right middle temporal gyrus and right postcentral gyrus.
Differences between OCD and healthy controls for the activation of the appetitive system When compared to healthy controls, patients with OCD showed significantly less activation in the appetitive system condition, only on the superior occipital gyrus.
No significantly increased activations were found anywhere in the brain for the OCD group (see Fig. 1 and Table 2 ). Differences between OCD and healthy controls for high activation of the defensive system When high activation of the defensive systems was isolated and contrasted with the neutral condition, we found that patients with OCD had significant increases in the activation of the left medial orbitofrontal gyrus and left postcentral gyrus (see Fig. 2 and Table 3 ).
Differences between OCD and controls for high activation of the appetitive system When high activation of the appetitive system was isolated and contrasted with the neutral condition (see Fig. 2 and Table 3 ), patients with OCD showed significant decreases in activity for multiple brain regions, such as the right pre-central gyrus, left para central lobule, left superior occipital gyrus, and left fusiform gyrus.
Discussion
The objective of the present study was to test whether patients with OCD show evidence of altered basic survival circuits, particularly those associated with the visual processing of the physical characteristics of emotional stimuli. More specifically, we were interested in knowing if the fronto-subcortical activation consistently found in OCD was correlative of a deactivation of occipital/parietal regions associated with visual-perceptual processing of stimuli triggering, with different levels of arousal (high arousal and low arousal) the defensive (unpleasant stimuli) and appetitive (pleasant stimuli) basic survival circuits. Overall, the results showed that the brain activation pattern was different according to the basic survival system being activated (defensive or appetitive), but also between groups (OCD patients and healthy controls). More specifically, OCD patients tend to respond to the activation of the defensive system recruiting a distributed brain network, involving frontal (e.g., left inferior frontal gyrus (pars triagularis); right inferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis), left medial orbitofrontal gyrus, left pre central gyrus), temporal (e.g., right superior temporal gyrus, right middle temporal gyrus), parietal (e.g., right postcentral gyrus) and subcortical nucleus (e.g., bilateral putamen). These findings seem to overlap with those found when only the high activation of the defensive system condition is compared to the neutral condition, with increased activation in patients with OCD (frontal regions-left medial orbitofrontal gyrus) and parietal regions (left postcentral gyrus).
These findings of widespread brain activation in OCD are consistent with conclusions derived from various metaanalyses of experiments involving the provocation of symptoms. For example, Rotge et al. (2008) , on a quantitative voxel-based meta-analysis of the functional studies (fMRI and PET), and using a symptom provocation paradigm, reported evidence for the hyperactivation of cortico-striatopallido-thalamo-cortical circuits, but also other regions such as the superior temporal gyrus, precuneus, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. On a more extended and inclusive narrative review (all types of functional studies), Del Casale et al. (2011) , reported a complex picture involving dysfunction Fig. 1 a Regions where OCD patients, when compared with healthy controls, showed increased activation for the defensive system condition; b Regions where participants from the healthy controls group, when compared with OCD, showed increased activation in the appetitive system condition (mainly hyper activation) of frontal, parietal and temporal cortices, basal ganglia, amygdala, cingulate cortex, and cerebellum.
The complex network of brain responses to the activation of the defensive system in OCD may be associated with impairments with the inhibitory response. Contemporary models of OCD pathogenesis acknowledge that two corticalsubcortical pathways may be involved in the failure of the inhibitory systems: (a) the frontostriatal loop (dorsolateralcaudate-striatum-thalamus) responsible for failures in behavioral inhibition and; (b) the orbitofrontal loop (orbitofrontal, medial prefrontal and cingulate) responsible for failures in cognitive inhibitory processes (Aouizerate et al. 2004; Friedlander and Desrocher 2006) . Additionally, recent reviews have suggested abnormalities in the ventral orbitostriatal and dorso-fronto-striatal connections in OCD, which may mediate the emotional (i.e., ventral) and the cognitive (i.e. dorsal) symptoms (c.f. Kwon et al. 2009 ). In fact, in the present study, both of these pathways were found to be hyperactive in patients with OCD for the defensive condition (e.g., medial orbitofrontal frontal; putamen).
Our findings demonstrate that triggering the defensive systems in OCD significantly increased the activation of the temporal regions (e.g., superior and middle), which is consistent with previous research showing that exposure to stimuli provocative of OCD symptoms induces activation of the anterior, lateral, and medial regions of the temporal cortex (Adler et al. 2000) . Indeed, van den Heuvel et al. (2009) found that morphological abnormalities of the temporal cortex were particularly evident in patients with "harm-checking" symptoms. These authors speculated that repeated checking might be associated with compensatory activation of the temporal regions due to evidence of non-verbal memory deficits among checkers. Patients with temporal lobe disorders (i.e., frontotemporal dementia and temporal epilepsy) often exhibit such compulsive behaviors. For example, Rosso et al. (2001) found significant incidence of compulsion in patients with frontotemporal and temporal atrophy.
Contrary to our initial hypothesis on the existence of dissociation between anterior and posterior brain regions in the activation of the defensive system, we did not find activations in the visual areas. Emotional activation has been found to be associated with the enhancement of visual perception (Phelps et al. 2006) , particularly in the ventral visual stream (Wright et al. 2004) , with evidence of an increased amygdala -visual cortex (extra striate and inferotemporal) functional connectivity for both pleasant and unpleasant stimuli (Sabatinelli et al. 2005; Wendt et al. 2011 ). In particular, several studies have revealed the existence of visual processing impairments in OCD, such as visual memory/visuomotor speed set shifting (Rampacher et al. 2010) , body posture discrimination (Shin et al. 2013) , and perception of biological movement (Kim et al. 2008) . In the present study, we observed that the activation of the defensive system was not associated with activity of the visual system, suggesting that patients with OCD are more sensible to threatening stimuli, rather to its physical characteristics. Consistent with our data, Shapira et al. (2003) did not find any differences in brain activation between patients with OCD and controls for threatening stimuli.
Regarding triggering the appetitive system by the presentation of pleasant (i.e., erotic) IAPS pictures, patients with OCD manifested decreased brain activity in a major posterior Fig. 2 a Regions where OCD patients, when compared with healthy controls, showed increased activation in the High Activation of the defensive system condition; b Regions where healthy controls, when compared with OCD patients, showed increased activation during High Activation of the appetitive system visual processing region (i.e., superior occipital gyrus). When we selected the comparisons between the high arousal appetitive stimuli and the neutral stimuli, a decreased activation in patients with OCD was witnessed in the frontal cortex (e.g., right pre central gyrus and left para central lobule), and temporo-occipital areas (e.g., left superior occipital gyrus, left fusiform gyrus).
Overall, these results suggest decreased activation mainly in the posterior visual regions for the appetitive condition in OCD, but also in several frontal areas. Results for the overall appetitive condition showed that this deactivation was associated with the superior occipital gyrus. The existence of a potential impairment of the visual system while processing triggers of the appetitive system was already suggested in a study by Olatunji et al. (2011) in which patients with OCD revealed difficulties in disengaging from erotic images during an emotional attentional blink paradigm. Interestingly, Yamanishi et al. (2009) reported that increased regional cerebral blood flow in visual regions (e.g., fusiform gyrus; angular gyrus) was associated with good therapeutic response in OCD patients.
However, other studies have found a deactivation of visual regions for different types of emotional stimuli. For example, Shapira et al. (2003) , found decreased activity in the visual cortex for disgust inducing stimuli in OCD. Mataix-Cols et al. (2004) reported decreased lingual activity in response to washing and checking provocation stimuli, which was associated with OCD checking symptoms. This data suggests that the effects of deactivation may not be specific to appetitive survival stimuli but, possibly, be part of a more general response pattern when patients with OCD are confronted with stimuli that activate self-related emotions (e.g. contaminationdisgust, checking -doubt; erotic -guilt).
fMRI studies of brain activation during the presentation of erotic stimuli with healthy subjects have shown significant activations of the same brain regions that were found to be deactivated in our OCD patients. For example, Kim et al. (2006) presented 10 heterosexual healthy males with film clips of relaxing scenes, sports, and sexually arousing erotic scenes. The authors found that the sexual arousal stimuli were associated with an activation of the occipitotemporal area, anterior cingulate gyrus, insula, orbitofrontal cortex, and caudate nucleus.
In summary, the present study indicates the possibility of dissociation in the activity of the defensive and appetitive survival systems in OCD. Patients with OCD seem to react to basic threat with a strong activation of the defensive system mobilizing many of the brain network systems. In an opposite way, activation of the appetitive system is blocked when facing positive emotional triggers (i.e. erotic images) from the initial stages of visual processing.
Despite the promising nature of these results, generalizations of the current findings need to be approached carefully given several methodological limitations. First of all, the small sample size may have interfered with statistical power, forcing us to less restrictive in terms of statistical criteria.
Secondly, the present study used standardized emotional stimuli (e.g., IAPS) without a cross validation for self-report and autonomic measures. However, the existence of abnormalities in OCD patients' processing of standardized stimuli (valence, arousal, and dominance) was recently shown in a study by Casado et al. (2011) , in which patients with OCD were asked to assess, using Lang's dimensional model of emotions, the valence, arousal, and dominance levels of 60 IAPS pictures (pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant) and 100 emotional pictures associated with obsessive-compulsive symptoms. Patients with OCD were found to rate the pleasant IAPS images as less pleasant when compared with controls. As expected, the pictures associated with OCD symptoms were rated as more unpleasant by the OCD group. Additionally, the emotions associated with pleasant and neutral stimuli along with OCD images, were perceived as triggering a lower sense of control (i.e., less dominance).
Additionally, distinct OCD endophenotypes (e.g., washers, hoarders, checkers) as well as different types of risk (genetic risk versus environmental) were reported to be associated with specific brain activation patterns (Mataix-Cols et al. 2004; den Braber et al. 2010) . By not differentiating the response in terms of OCD symptomatic profile and genetic risk, the present results were averaged across what may have been a compound of distinct responses. Finally, the use of a 20 s epoch for stimuli presentation was probably too long and susceptible to processes of emotional habituation and/or desensitization. Future studies, need to take these limitations into consideration and try to replicate the current finding with larger samples, differentiating OCD subtypes, and testing the time course of the emotional responses to these and, eventually, more ecologically valid stimuli (e.g., film clips).
